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Modification of the Surface Sampler
with a view to the
Improvement of Temperature Observation.
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n th'e earlier paper (1) describing the Surface Sampler, I mentioned
that the objects for which the apparatus was designed were twofold. namely, to make easier the actual collection of samples from the
sea surface, and to procure a better sample to be retained for salinity
analysis, when the collection is made from commercial ships. Furthermore, certain modifications of the. instrument were outlined which, it
was considered, might lead to an increased reliability of the temperature
observations. These ideas are put into practical effect in the modified
Surface Sampler now to be described.
The difficulties attending the observation of sea surface temperature
from ordinary sea-going ships are well displayed in the Instructions to
: ,Marine Meteorological Observers (2) from which the following quota'tion is made.
"Experience has shown that numerous difficulties exist in the making
of accurate water temperature observations. In the first place it is not
an easy matter to dip up from the sea, from the deck of a moving vessel,
a sufficient quantity of water so that the influences which immediately
begin to operate to change its temperature shall not make too gn'at
headway before the thermometric
reading can be made. Often the
\ bucket used can be only partially filled, even by the most skillful hand, ling. Some vertical stiffening of the ordinary canvas bucket and an
\ extra middle ring to prevent collapse on entering the water are desirable.
\ Sometimes a small quantity of water of a different temperature is in the
bucket when the final dip is made. In the case of canvas buckets evapora-
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A thorough study of thl' conditions j,(overning till' ohs..'rvation of
surface tl'rnpt'raturt' at sea, and till' accuracy with which such ohservations are commonly made has heen undertaken
bv Dr. BROOKS (3),
in which h,' d:1Ssifies the chief Sourct's of error whidJ obtain when tilt'
obst'rvation is made on a sample of watt'r withdrawn from the St'a. ", g.
hy mrans of a burket. Thl'Y are given as follows: _
"Sourct's
of error in thl' bucket
mdhod.
__ In the course of
an ohs,'rvation with any type of hucket there arc numerous intJuences
tending to make the tinal rt'('ord depart from the actual surfaee temrwrature: (I) The bueket is not likely to have the same initiaJ templ'raturt'
as HIl' sea surfac('; (2) the wa trr sample being hauled up is usually cooll'd
by evaporation:
(3) the thermometl'r
inserted is seldom at the same
temperature as thl' water in the hucket; and (4) while it is resting in
the bUcket furtht'r Cooling, or perhaps heating, of the water may tak('
plan': (5) When the thermometer
is read it may not have reacht'd the
It'mperatuf{' of the water in which it is immersed: and (6) if it is withdrawn, to be read more easily, thr temperature of the very small sample
in thr reservoir may change before the temperature is obs('rved; furtht'rmore (7) after the markings and numbers have becoml' indistinct errors
of reading cret'p in, and it is easy to see the same temperature as at the
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last reading. (8) the thermometer itself may he inaccurate, and (9) there
is a slight chance that I he quartermaster
may forget what the reading
was by the time he gets to the log book, and simply repeat the preceding
figuTt'. Of course, many of these sources of error are usually negligible,
hut the total effect is not infrequent ly a departure of several degrees
Fahrenheit from what appears to be the true surface temperature."
Though Dr. HH.... KS concludes his study by recommending
the use
of therrnographs
installed in the condenser intake pipes in preference
to bucket methods, the attempt to improve the "hurket ' method has
bt~'n persevered with, because in our organisation
at least, there are
practical difficulties in the way of installing therrnographs ; for example,
on many routes the individual ships from which observations are obtained
art' frequently changed and it is easier and less expensive to transfer
a Surface Sampler from one ship to another than it is to transfer a thermograph Moreover. though observations at intake depth may on the average
be comparable with surface temperatures
in the open ocean, expt'riencp
with the water bot lie in marginal seas. in particular
the ;-";orth St':!.
teaches that observation, at II metres not infrequently differ from those
at 111metre- by more than 1C C, Thus, if it is possible tu obtain an observution from what is common lv ('allt'd til!' "surface" and at the same
time to reduce the errors attending such an observation - at It-ast to
such an extent that the desired accuracy is ensured
- oue has the sat.isfaction of knowing that the ohservat.ions do in fact refer to the same
depth from whatever ship thev may have come. whereas the depths of
condenser intakes naturally vary a good deal.
In tilt' main the new instrument (see Figure 1) is similar to the old.
except that it is somewhat larger (weighing about 11 kilos assembled
and full of water). lilt' thermometer
is included in the apparatus. and
an insulating cylinder of celluloid is tilted. TIll' eyebolt ,)I) and t hr preventer wire K have been discarded for general usc.
A brass tube (1) screwed to till' base of the apparatus contains the
thermometer
(2). the upper and lower ends of which arc hr-ld fast in
contrivances rosemhling packing glands. The upper gland (:~) is st't'ured
to the brass tube hy a bayonet joint (·t) and spring (,-»: the lower gland (Ii)
acts as a guide for the bulb "IHI of the t ln-rmomctcr and in «onjunruon
with a set screw (7) placet! near the top of the brass tube. prt'\,'llts the
thermometer
frolll being totally withdrawn frolll the tube, Tht' glallds
themselves consist of two parts. whi('h whell screwed olle illlo thl' olllt'r
compn'ss a rublH'r washer (X) on to tht' lhernwml'll·r.
1) Th .. kttt'rill~
lHlllwrals

illdical.,

in Figure
till' Ilt'W

1 i...thl'
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sal1lt' a'" ill
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The celluloid insulating cylinder (9) is held away from the outer
wall of the apparatus by ebonite distance pieces (10). so that the sample
il insulated mainly by a water jacket. An ebonite block (11) is fitted
00

to Ult' base plate to complete

the insulation.
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Fig. 1. The Moditled Surface
earlier paper

Sampl er.

The Iettering

is the same as in Fill. t of the

(J. du C. II. 3. t 927. p. :1:33). The numerals

refer to t he added parts of

the design.

With the modified Surface Sampler the sources of error detailed by
Dr.

BROOKS
are guarded against in the following ways:The first point is that the bucket has not always the same initial
temperature as the sea surface. The Surface Sampler is towed in the
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1"111.2. Comparison
the several

Curve

types

A refers

J.'1
of the rates at which the temperature

of apparatus.
to Sampler

B
C

D

·c

;\loditled

of the sample cbanges

for difIering degrees of difIerence
and water temperature.

in

bet'Wren wet-bulb

with plain brass cylinder.
coated internally
with cellulose paint.
with celluloid cylinder tilted tightly into brass cylinder.
Surface

Sampler.

sea for five minutes or longer. 50 that it has ample time to acquire the
temperature of the water through which it is moving. Its initial temperature therefore has no effect on the final sample. Moreover. a full sample
is always obtained.
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The second point concerns the cooling of the sample (or warming.
If the air is warmer than the water) while being hauled. In the modified
Surface Sampler the sample is insulated by the cdluloid lining and a
water jacket. From Figure 2 «(urn' /)) it ran be set'n that. with an
excess of t;)" L of the water temperature above the wet-bulb temperatun'. the average rate of change of temperature
in the sample (over the
lirst live minutes) was estimated to be less than
0.10 C. per minute.
With an ('xCt'SSof 5° c.. the rate would be about
- 11,02° C. per minute.
so that in such circumstances an interval of 4 to ;) minutes could dapse
after the apparatus
left the sea before the temperature
of the sample
0

altered
by 11.1 C.
l~.rore the design was finally adopted. expt'mnents
were made to
determine a suitable method of i:1sulalion. I stated in the earlil'r paper
that Iagg lot the outside of the ('ylinder with sheet rubber (which. inr iin
dentallY. might have served to protect the apparatus
to sorne l'xtent
from damagt' caused by knocking against the ship's side) proved of no

1,,

advantagl'.
Coating the inside of the brass l'ylinder with ceiluiosi' paint ....as
found to he equally inelTl'l'tive. A cdluloid cvlinder of 1 Ie" material
IIUed tightly insjde the brass cylinder of an old type inslrullwnl produeed an apprt'('iable improvement.
As there was insuflicit:'Ill room to
include a thermometer as a fixture in the apparatus. the diameter of the
brass cylinder and thus the size of the whole instrument were Illl,rt'H!It'd.
to provide room for the indusion of a thermoITll'ter. and for a water
jacket Iwlwt'en till' ct'iluloid cylinder and the outer brass wall. This
arrangl'llwnl.
natnvlv, the provision of a water jacket in addition to the
\'l.lIuloid cylinder. together with till' increased bulk of the sample oulallled.
is again a further improwlllent.
Figure :l illustrates this progressive improvellwnl.
It shows the rates
at which the tempt'ralures
I.!f the samples would change under var~·in~·
I.'omlilions of dilTerence bt,tween wet-bulb and water temperatufl', in the
st'vnal
types of apparatus,
To obtain these comparisons. experiments
were made on shore in
the manner described in the previous paper for series B and C. The instruments were immersed in a tank of water (of whirh the temperature was
varied as neCl'ssary). withdrawn after not less than to minutes and plan·d
on a ll'dge before an open window. Successive readings of tlll'temperature
of the water sample were then made: the values for the rales of change
of temperature
are average rates over about the lirst ;) min.utes aflt'r
withdrawal
from the tank. Points are ploUed on tht' graph (Figure 2.
with these values as ordinates and the corresponding dill('rences bctWl'l'n
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wt'\-bulb and water temperature
as abscissae. To these points straight
lines are fitted (y = a .... br). A comparison of the gradients of these
'd
lines (d~

~=

b. see table

below)

brings

out

the three

following

facts.

Firstly, an increase in the excess of water temperature
over wet-bulb
tempt'rature has about the same eflect on the rate of change of temperatun' of a sample in the plain brass cylinder (curve A) as on the rate of
a sample in the brass cylinder coated internally
with 6'lulose
paint
(curve B). St'condly, this etTt'!'l is dt'cn'ased to about two thirds of iL'I
original amount. when a celluloid cylinder is fitted tightly inside the
brass eylinder
(cur v '· C). And flnallv.
with the modified instrument
(curve D). the dYed is dt'creaSt,d to a quarter. as compared with the
plain brass cylinder.
For curve A,

R.
C.
D.

b
b
b
b

-

-

= _

lU)23

0.022

- 0.016
-0.006

Thus adequate
(In·caution is made aj,(ainst alteration
of the temperature of the sample while hauling. provIded that the process of hauling
is Itot unduly

pr()llln~ed.
to the points enumerated
by I )r. BROOKS we may take
Nos. 3. 4. ;) and 6 together. He states that in the ordinary "bucket"
method errors may spring from the insertion of a thermometer
not at
the same temperature as the sample. from alterations of the temperature
of the sample wlul« wailing for the thermometer
to acquire that temperature, from the thermometer being read before reaching the temperaHet.urrung

I

.,

.
~~\;-I"\

"\ lure of the sample and. finallv. from the thermometer'
. drawn
\ from the sampit' for readin . In the modified Surface Sampler none of
these sources 0 error are present: for since the thermometer is a part
of the apparatus.
it has always the same temperature
as the sample
and theft' is therefore no necessity to wait before reading the thermometer. when the sample has been brought inboard and the head of the
apparatus
removed. For the same reason it is impossible to read the
thermometer
before it has acquired the temperature
of the sample and.
provided the set screw (7. Figure 1) is in position. the bulb of the thermometer cannot be withdrawn from the sampk.
Points 7. 8 and 9 deal with errors due to inaccurate reading. to inaccurate thermometers.
and to for~etfulness on the part of the Observer.
These matters are not guarded a..:ainsl. except in so far as it is possible
to promote the interest of t rhserver« in their work by maintaininlo( liaison
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with them and to provide for periodic examination
and recalibration
of the thermometers
in use.
There is, of course. always present a far greater measure of the personal element in "bucket"
methods than in those where mechanical
registration
apparatus
such as a thermograph
is employed. For this
reason. in spite of the fact that cooling of the sample while hauling has
been guarded against to some extent, this precaution would be unavailing against what could only be termed carelessness and lack of
interest. Nevertheless, observations can be obtained under the ordinary
routine of a sea-going ship which may be relied upon to a much greater
extent than can those obtained by the old methods employing 'canvas
buckets and the like. the fulfilment of the requirements of which cannot
""alOnably be expected in such circumstances.
To effect this, full consideration must first be given to the conditions
under which the work is carried on. Secondly, instruments
must be
provided which make it practicable for observations to be made under
these conditions to the desired degree of accuracy. This latter criterion,
it i!l claimed, is met by the modified Surface Sampler.
It i. possible to form an estimate of the reliability of observations
made with the Surface Sampler by using Dr. BROUKS evaluatioa of the
errors from canvas bucket observations"). He finds that, on the average,
the quartermasters
observations were 0.5° C. (10 F.) below .sea temperature. The initial coolness of _tM bucket &et"IDS to account for 11.10 C.,
cooling while hauling accounts for 0.15° C., cooling while waiting to take
a reading for 0.10 C., and "cooling by or of the thermometer, the average
error in reading and from inexactness in time of observation"
account
for the remaining 0.15° C.
With the Surface Sampler the error due to initial coolness of the bucket
does not arise. As for the cooling while hauling, the most usual depression
of the sling wet-bulb below sea-temperature
seems to have been about
8° C, for which depression Uie rate of change of temperature of the sample
would be - 0.040 C. per minute (see Figure 2). If the error which arises
when hauling the Surface Sampler is taken to be the same as the combined erron due to cooling when a canvas bucket is hauled and time
allowed for the thermometer
to settle down, namely, 0.250 C., then 6
minutes could elapse while the Surface Sampler is hauled, its head removed and the thermometer
read. I found that the rate of change of
temperature
of the sample for the canvas bucket with a depression of
the wet-bulb 61/,° C. below water temperature
(see previous paper,
') Ioe. cit. p, ~7.

.
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p. :~7. Table 1. columns 4. 7 and 12. series C) was - 0.11 ° C. to - II. tlO C.
per minute. Since the combined error due to cooling of the canvas bucket
while being hauled and while the thermometer is being read, is 0.25° C.
for a difference (we have assumed) of 8° C. between sling wet-bulb and
water temperature.
it follows that the canvas bucket was brought inboard. the thermometer immersed and read in not longer than 2 minutes.
The lime required to haul the Surface Sampler and to read the therrnometer can certainly be no longer (and is probably shorter. in consideration of the fact that there is no necessity to wait for the thermometer
to reach the temperature .of the sample) than the time required to haul
a canvas bucket and obtain a temperature observation.
If 2 minutes is allowed. therefore. for hauling the Surface Sampler
and reading the thermometer.
the average error due to cooling during
this time (2 minutes) would be 0.08° C. (say 0.10 C.). under the same
conditions as for an average error with the canvas bucket of 0.25° C.
Errors from cooling by or of the thermometer do not arise, and the
average error due to inaccurate reading of the thermometer
and inexactness in noting the time of observation may be put at 0.1° C.• the
same as for the canvas bucket.
The total average error with the Surface Sampler. f'Stimated in this
way, is not more than 0.20 C.• which is to be compared with an average
error of 0.50 C. for the canvas bucket. This comparison is further displayed

in the following

Average

table:Surface
Sampler

Error due to:-

Initial difference uf temperature between apparatus
and sea ..... ································
Cooling while hauling
.
while obtaining observations
.
by or of thermometer
.
Inaccuracy in reading
.
Inexactness in time of observation
.
Total
.
Adaptation

for use from

Light

o-

C.

0.1

o
0.05
O.O;"}

Canvas
Rucket
0.10 C.
0.15
0.1
0.0.'>
0.05
0.05

Ships.

Even when used from ships which steam relatively slowly, (e. g.
8 knots) the Surface Sampler when towed remains in the water surface.
At the English light vessels, however. from which routine observations
are made, the tidal stream is far from reaching any such speed; in order
to make the USt' of the Surface Sampler possible from these ships, floats

han' been provided
under which the
only ad,iltlOn f\·quired to the Sampler
the base, The tloat (8) is constructed
nit' drameter of the cross section of
height ;~ ems, The weight is PI, kilo.

Sampler is slung (Figure ;~) the
being an l·yebolt (A) screwed into
in cylindrical form of tinned iron.
the cylinder is 20.3 ems, and the
It is litted with a drain screw (C)
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of towing

wh ..n us ed {rom moored

Light
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and two projections (D, J)') on to which two spring hooks (E, E') can be
attached. These hooks are lashed respectively to one of the shackles (f)
St'cun.d to an eyebolt in the head of the Sampler, and to the eyebolt
specially provided in the base of the Sampler. The gear is worked in the
same way as from other ships. except that it is left overboard {or a longer
period in order to gin' time for the slower flow of water to effect an efficient
washing of the bottle in which the salinity sample is to be stored. The
time recommended in these circumstances
is half an hour to an hour.

i;

It is to be noted that the sample in this case comes {rom some 1:'1to ::111 ems.
below the surface.
In conclusion. I again have pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness to ~tr. H. J. GARROOD for his advice and help in the design, and 1.0
Messrs. ELLIOTI and GARROOIl. BECCLES (or the drawing of the apparal 'I"
from which Figure

1 was prepared.
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